ABB Secure Network Services
Product guide

Securing your digital world and reducing cyber threats.

About Secure Network Service
The ABB Secure Network Service (SNS) primarily targets mitigating any potential cyber security risks associated with existing ACF-NT systems (Multi-Component Analysis System for Emission and Process Monitoring).

The Service Process
Upon completion of a comprehensive survey, a complimentary assessment will be provided to safeguard vulnerable components of the system if any urgent risks are identified. A detailed upgrade plan will be developed according to specific needs, and Installation and commission will be conducted with minimum disruption to normal operation.

What is included?
As part of the ABB Digital offering, ABB provides expert, on demand people to secure fast problem identification and solutions. The product includes:

- Complimentary assessment providing an action plan for mitigating urgent risks
- Customized and easily-maintained network segregation solutions for enhanced security
- Secure firewall with optional long-term firmware support for ongoing protection
- On-site installation and commission services
- Up to 24/7 specialist support for provided devices
- Optional logging review and spare part stocking for incident response
Secure Network Service

Benefits

Helping to reduce your risk because the cost of cybersecurity is more than just analyzer repairs

Improved cyber security
- Ensuring the protection of data and system components to help meet ISO standards.
- ABB SNS identifies and mitigates potential cyber security risks. The regulated network traffic protects analyzers' networks from sophisticated cyberattacks.

Cost effective
- Scalable solution to suit any budget.
- ABB SNS includes an action plan of urgent risks. It also offers a comprehensive range of support, allowing for the selection of the most suitable and cost-effective solution, customized to your specific case.

Customized and Easy-to-Maintain Network Segregation
- Improving system resilience.
- ABB SNS offers tailored network segregation solutions that are easy to maintain and boost the network security in support of the IT-Security Act 2.0

Robust Firewall Protection
- Enhancing the system's defense against cyber threats.
- A secure firewall with optional long-term firmware support.

Minimal Disruption to Operations
- Reducing unplanned downtime as a result of cyber security concerns.
- The installation and commissioning process ensures a seamless integration of the upgraded security measures. The optional spare part stocking and call out service for incident response reduces unplanned downtime in the event of an incursion.